Let G=(V,E) be an undirected graph and let (Si ,Ii) l~~ be k pairs of vertices in G. The ver tex disjoint paths problem is to find k paths Ph' .. ,P t such that Pj connects Sj and tj and any two of these paths may intersect only at a common end point. This problem is NP-complete even for planar graphs. Robenson and Seymour proved that when k is a fIXed integer this prob lem becomes polynomial. We present a linear time algorithm for solving the decision version of the general problem when the input graph is a series-parallel graph. We show how to modify our method such that the algorithm will solve the constructive version, i.e. it will fmd the solution if such exists. Based on the algorithm we construct a cut condition theorem for the existence of a solution to the problem on series parallel graphs.
Introduction
The vertex disjoint paths problem (VDPP) is the following:
given an undirected graph G=(V,E) and a set of pairs of terminals F={(Si,l;) : Sj ,tj e V , l~~} fmd whether there exist k pairwise internally vertex disjoint paths Ph ... ,P t in G such that Pj connects Sj and tj. The pair (G,F) is called a tenninated graph [RS2] .
In this paper we do not restrict all terminals to be distinct and we only require that the paths in the solution be intemal1y vertex disjoint. This problem appears in practical problems like routing and VLSI layout design. Karp [K] showed that this problem is NP-complete and Lynch [L] proved that it remains NP complete even if the input graph is planar. Some restricted versions of this problem have been solved poly nomially: In [Se,Sh,TJ a polynomial solutions are given for the case .t=2, some other special cases where k is a fixed integer are given in [RS I, RS2] and lately Robertson and seymour solved this problem where the only restriction is that k is any fixed integer [RS3] . Although their algorithm is a low degree polynomial, the constants are very large and unpractical even for small t's. In [RS4] they provide a polynomial algo rithm for the VDPP when G is planar and k is a variable part of the input, but all the tenninaJs lie on the boundary of one or two faces ofG.
In this paper, we present a practical linear algorithm for the VDPP where the given graph is restricted to be series-parallel graph (SPG) but t is not restricted at all. In ordtz to get the solution we introduce a tech • nique of colouring edges in reductions which enable us to continue the series-parallel 'reductions while General Vertex Disjoint Paths in Series-Parallel Graphs
In this paper we do not restrict all terminals to be distinct and we only require that the paths in the solution be intemal1y vertex disjoint. This problem appears in practical problems like routing and VLSI layout design. Karp [K] showed that this problem is NP-complete and Lynch [L] proved that it remains NPcomplete even if the input graph is planar. Some restricted versions of this problem have been solved polynomially: In [Se,Sh,TJ a polynomial solutions are given for the case .t=2, some other special cases where k is a fixed integer are given in [RS I, RS2] and lately Robertson and seymour solved this problem where the only restriction is that k is any fixed integer [RS3] . Although their algorithm is a low degree polynomial, the constants are very large and unpractical even for small t's. In [RS4] they provide a polynomial algorithm for the VDPP when G is planar and k is a variable part of the input, but all the tenninaJs lie on the boundary of one or two faces ofG.
In this paper, we present a practical linear algorithm for the VDPP where the given graph is restricted to be series-parallel graph (SPG) but t is not restricted at all. In ordtz to get the solution we introduce a technique of colouring edges in reductions which enable us to continue the series-parallel 'reductions while retaining information about the terminals for making decisions in a 1ateJ' stage. In <rder to solve the con structive version of this problem a complementry data structure is added. We show how to do this such that the constnlctive version will be solvable in linear time. In chapth« 5 we present a cut condition theorem for the existence of a solution to the VDPP on series parallel graphs. This theorem is based on the algo rithm.
Since outer-planar graphs are subfamily of SPG our result is also a linear algorithm for these graphs. Note that a polynomial algorithm for outer-planar graphs exists in [RS4] since in outer-planar graphs all the ver tices lie on the outer face. Series-parallel graphs appears in many research studies and many NP-complete problem were shown to have polynomial, and even linear, algorithms when the problem is restricted to SPG (see e.g. [HT,J,Sy] ). In [1NS] conditions for combinatorial problems that can be solved in linear time on SPG are given. However these conditions does not include the VDPP. It is known that SPG has treewidthS2 [RS2} and many NP-complete problems were shown to have polynomial algorithm when the graph is restricted to have a fIXed tree width (e.g. [A, ALS,BJ) . In particular VDPP for a fIxed k in graphs with bounded tree width was shown to be polynomial ( [ALS, RS2] ). Resently Matousek and Thomas have showed in [MT} that the VOPP is polynomial on graph with bounded tree width even when the number of terminals is not bounded. Their work, based on non serial dynamic programming methodes, run in O(k w + 1 I V I) where w is the tree width of the graph and k is the number of paths required. When this result is implemented to series parallel graphs for unbounded k it yields an algorithm which mns in O( IV 1 4 ) time.
Preliminaries
We assume that the reader is familiar with the standard graph theoretical defmitions (see e.g. [BM}) .
We assume that all the graphs here are finite, they may have multiple edges and loops. Definition 2.1. A series and a parallel constnlctions in a graph G=(V,E) are defined in the following way:
(i). A s~rl~s construction Replace an edge ~=(",v)e E by two edges in series: (u.w) , (w,v) where w, is a new vertex. (li) . A parallel construction Add a new edge ~' =(" ,v) to E where (u ,v) E E and ~' l! E. Definition 2.2. A 2·conMc~d s~rles-paralkl graph (2SPG) is defined recursively as follows:
(i). An edge is a ZSPG.
(li). The graph G=«u,v} '(~1=(U,V),~F(",v)})where~1~2isaZSPG.
(iii). If G is a ZSPG with at least 2 edges, then 0', the graph constructed from 0 by a series or a pamllel .
constnlction, is a ZSPG. Definition 2.3. 0 is a seri~s-parall~l graph (SPO) if every 2-<:onnected component of0 is a 2SPG. Definition 2.4 . Let e=(u tV) be an edge in G=(V,E). By "contraction of e" we mean removing e from E, replacing" and V by a new vertex say wand replace all edges (x,y) s. L x E [u,v}, by a new edge (w,y) if -2retaining information about the terminals for making decisions in a 1ateJ' stage. In <rder to solve the constructive version of this problem a complementry data structure is added. We show how to do this such that the constnlctive version will be solvable in linear time. In chapth« 5 we present a cut condition theorem for the existence of a solution to the VDPP on series parallel graphs. This theorem is based on the algorithm.
Since outer-planar graphs are subfamily of SPG our result is also a linear algorithm for these graphs. Note that a polynomial algorithm for outer-planar graphs exists in [RS4] since in outer-planar graphs all the vertices lie on the outer face. Series-parallel graphs appears in many research studies and many NP-complete problem were shown to have polynomial, and even linear, algorithms when the problem is restricted to SPG (see e.g. [HT,J,Sy] ALS,BJ) . In particular VDPP for a fIxed k in graphs with bounded tree width was shown to be polynomial ( [ALS, RS2] time.
(i). A s~rl~s construction Replace an edge~=(",v)e E by two edges in series:
is defined recursively as follows:
(iii). If G is a ZSPG with at least 2 edges, then 0', the graph constructed from 0 by a series or a pamllel . Since the minor operation is transitive, we have the following corollary:
Corollary 3.1.3. The SPO class is closed under taking minors. 0
Theorem 3.1.4. Let G be a 2SPG then (i) . If I V I~ 3 then every vertex has at most 2 neighbours oIher then itself.
(li). If I V I> 3 then there are at least 2 non-adjacent vertices such that each one of them has exactly 2 neighbours. 0 Proof (i). Trivial.
(li). The proof of this pan is by induction on IV I+ IE I. Note that the two graphs in Figure 1 are the only two simple 2SPG with 4 vertices. It follows that (li) is true forall2SPO with IVI=4 and also for all2SPO with IVI+IEI~9.
Figurel
Assume that the induction hypothesis is true for IV I+ IE I~ k. Let G be a 2SPG, if G was obtained from a 2SPO by a parallel construction then by the induction hypothesis (li) holds also for G. Assume that G was obtained from G' by a series construction using the edge e= (u ,v) Since the minor operation is transitive, we have the following corollary:
Theorem 3.1.4. Let G be a 2SPG then (i) . If I V I~3 then every vertex has at most 2 neighbours oIher then itself.
Assume that the induction hypothesis is true for IV I+ IE I~k. Let G be a 2SPG, if G was obtained from a 2SPO by a parallel construction then by the induction hypothesis (li) holds also for G. Assume that G was obtained from G' by a series construction using the edge e=(u ,v) in G', adding the new vertex w. By the induction, G' had 2 non adjacent vertices x and y each with exactly 2 neighbours. Clearly {x.y] :I: {u.v]. In G the set (w.x,y]\{u,v) has the following properties: there are Technion -Computer Science Department -Tehnical Report CS0613 -1990 at least 2 vertices, each vertex has exactly 2 neighbours and the vertices are pairwise non adjacent.
This complete the proof of (ii). 0
Corollary 3.1.5. Let G be a SPO with IVI~ 2 then there are at least 2 vertices with 2 or less neighbours.
Proof: G is a SPG so every 2-eonnected component of G is 2SPG. If G is itself 2-connected then this fol lows from theorem 3.1.4. Otherwise, it is well known that all2-eonnected components of a graph can be represented in a tree-like super structure, hence there are at least two 2-eonnected components that each one of them is connected to the rest of the graph by exactly one vertex (the leaves of the super structure).
Therefore by theorem 3.1.4 each one of these components has at least one vertex, which is not in any other 2-connected component and has at most 2 neighbours in the whole graph. 0
The algorithm
Based on corollaries 3.1.3 and 3.1.5, we can describe the following algorithm: Given a terminated graph (O,F) where G=(V,E) is a SPG and F={(Sj ,/j) : Sj ,/j E V , lSi Sk }. In the initial stage we delete all the parallel edges and all loops in G, and any pair of terminals that either located in the same vertex or connected by a parallel edge. All the remaining edges left are coloured white. We use the idea of colouring edges in order to keep the underline structure of the graph as a SPO and to be able to pro gress with the reductions. The colour of an edge gives information on the terminals "contained" in it (This will be clear from the reductions). In the iterative stage, we find a vertex with at most 2 neighbours, reduce (G,F) according to the set of rules described in the tables. If parallel edges are created. we reduce them too.
•
If any reduction indicates "no solution" then the reduced graph has no solution and therefore the original one has no solution. Otherwise. the obtained graph has a solution if and only if the original graph has one.
Repeat this until we have a graph with 2 vertices, or an indication that there is no solution.
Data structure:
We use the following data structure: a table of vertices TV, a table of edges TE, a table of terminals IT,O-degree stack, I-degree stack and 2-degree stack of vertices, and parflllel edg~ stack.
For each vertex u in TV: keep a table of neighbouring vertices \I such that each entry represents the number of edges (u,\I) , and a pointer to a list of the matching pairs of terminals located in (u,\I) . 'Ibis table is han dled by a method that has an 0(1) initiating feature and update each entry in 0(1) time (see remark below).
A list of incident edges such that each entry has the edge name. Also keep variables for the degree of u, the number of terminals it contains and if it is deleted or noL For each edge e in TE: keep e's ends, its colour, the terminals it represents (at most 2 terminals) and if it is deleted or not. For each terminal in IT: keep pointers for the bi-directional linked list of terminals as described for the table of vertices, the name of the vertex/edge it is contained in, and if it has been connected to its matching terminal or not.
• -4at least 2 vertices, each vertex has exactly 2 neighbours and the vertices are pairwise non adjacent.
• Corollary 3.1.5. Let G be a SPO with IVI~2 then there are at least 2 vertices with 2 or less neighbours.
Proof: G is a SPG so every 2-eonnected component of G is 2SPG. If G is itself 2-connected then this follows from theorem 3.1.4. Otherwise, it is well known that all2-eonnected components of a graph can be represented in a tree-like super structure, hence there are at least two 2-eonnected components that each one of them is connected to the rest of the graph by exactly one vertex (the leaves of the super structure). Therefore by theorem 3.1.4 each one of these components has at least one vertex, which is not in any other 2-connected component and has at most 2 neighbours in the whole graph. 0
The algorithm
Based on corollaries 3.1.3 and 3.1.5, we can describe the following algorithm: Given a terminated graph (O,F) where G=(V,E) is a SPG and F={(Sj ,/j) : Sj ,/j E V , lSi Sk }. In the initial stage we delete all the parallel edges and all loops in G, and any pair of terminals that either located in the same vertex or connected by a parallel edge. All the remaining edges left are coloured white. We use the idea of colouring edges in order to keep the underline structure of the graph as a SPO and to be able to progress with the reductions. The colour of an edge gives information on the terminals "contained" in it (This will be clear from the reductions). In the iterative stage, we find a vertex with at most 2 neighbours, reduce (G,F) according to the set of rules described in the tables. If parallel edges are created. we reduce them too. If any reduction indicates "no solution" then the reduced graph has no solution and therefore the original one has no solution. Otherwise. the obtained graph has a solution if and only if the original graph has one. Repeat this until we have a graph with 2 vertices, or an indication that there is no solution.
We use the following data structure: a For each vertex u in TV: keep a table of neighbouring vertices \I such that each entry represents the number of edges (u,\I) , and a pointer to a list of the matching pairs of terminals located in (u,\I) . This table is handled by a method that has an 0(1) initiating feature and update each entry in 0(1) time (see remark below).
A list of incident edges such that each entry has the edge name. Also keep variables for the degree of u, the number of terminals it contains and if it is deleted or noL For each edge e in TE: keep e's ends, its colour, the terminals it represents (at most 2 terminals) and if it is deleted or not. For each terminal in IT: keep pointers for the bi-directional linked list of terminals as described for the (u,w) in NIl(w) and keep a bi-directionallinked list of these terminals (in 11). Keep a hi directional linked list of all edges incidenting with u.
(ii). If a venex contains some matching pairs of terminals then remove all these tenninals and mark this vertex. For each parallel edge that was marked in (i), remove the edge and if its ends have a pair of matching tenninals then remove one pair and mark the two end vertices.
(iii). Scan the table of vertices, if a marked vertex has no more tenninals in it, then remove this ver tex from the graph. Collect all the remaining vertices of degree i (i=O,I,2) to the appropriate stacks and set Parallel stack to be empty. At the end G contains neither loops nor parallel edges, and if the number of pairs of terminals> IE I then there is no solution. ~ 2.1. While parallel stack is not empty call v, el, e~. 2.2. While I-degree stack is not empty call Reduce-l-Degree(u,e).
2.3. If 2-degree stack is not empty then call v, w, el, e~. 2.4. For each vertex v in O-degree stack reduce v in the natural way.
3. If the reduc'tion indicates "no solution" then stop, answer NO. 4. If I V IS2 then solve directly and stop, if solution was found answer YES, else answer NO. 5. Gato step 2.1.
The following procedures are the reduction roles.
Reduce.Parallel (u,\I,el,ei) . (u and \I are the ends of el.ei)
1.
Reduce-Colour-Tenninal(e1)'
2.
Reduce-Colour-TenninaI(e~.
3.
If el and e2 were not reduced (in 1 or in 2) then fwd the appropriate reduction accourding to table 1 and reduce the graph.
There is a special data·structure technique [LNJ -an one dimentional army A[l••n] such that the time complexity of each of the following opertion is 0(1):
2.1.
2.2.
2.3.
2.4.
3.
4.

5.
!!'
Description of the algorithm:
1.
Initially, all the edges are coloured white. Build the data structure with a search algorithm based on Depth First Search (perfonned in each connected component in the input graph or which is created during the search) in 3 passes.
(i). For each set of parallel edges, choose one edge to represent this set and mark all the other edges in the set. Delete all loops. Build the data structure, for each vertex U keep a table of neigbouring vertices Nil' Initiate Nil using the special technique for initiate it in 0(1) time, for each neigbouring vertex v put in NIl(v) the number of edges between u and v. For each terminal in u that its matching terminal is in w put the number of pairs of matching terminals in (u,w) in NIl(w) and keep a bi-directionallinked list of these terminals (in 11). Keep a hidirectional linked list of all edges incidenting with u.
(iii). Scan the table of vertices, if a marked vertex has no more tenninals in it, then remove this vertex from the graph. Collect all the remaining vertices of degree i (i=O,I,2) to the appropriate stacks and set Parallel stack to be empty. At the end G contains neither loops nor parallel edges, and if the number of pairs of terminals> IE I then there is no solution.
While parallel stack is not empty call v, el, e~. While I-degree stack is not empty call Reduce-l-Degree(u,e).
If 2-degree stack is not empty then call v, w, el, e~. For each vertex v in O-degree stack reduce v in the natural way.
If the reduc'tion indicates "no solution" then stop, answer NO.
If I V IS2 then solve directly and stop, if solution was found answer YES, else answer NO.
Gato step 2.1. Reduce.Parallel(u,\I,el,ei) . (u and \I are the ends of el.ei)
2.
3.
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If "no solution" was found return NO SOLtrnON.
S.
Update the data structure. t (i) . Two blue edges in parallel, each blue edge represents a terminal say, a and b, and terminal a does not match terminal b (ii) . Two white edges in series and the common vertex v contain two non-matching terminals say, a andb. Any solution in both cases uses one end vertex (u or w) for connecting a to its matching pair and the other vertex for connecting b.
(3). A red edge represents two blue edges in parallel, each blue edge represents a terminal say, a and b, and terminal a matches tenninal b. Therefore in any solution the path from a to b uses either u or v. (ii). A terminal vertex can receive no more terminals.
(iii). When all the terminals in a vertex are removed it is deleted.
(5). When a coloured (non-white) edge is created its ends contains no terminal. During the algorithm, any end of a non-white edge may receive a terminal but then this edge will be reduced.
(6). During the whole algorithm (except for the initial stage) there are no 3 parallel edges. (7) . Parallel edges are reduced before series edges, therefore two pamllel edges that one of their ends has degree=2, are reduced as parallel, therefore no loops are created.
(8). An edge can be coloured only in one of these cases: W -
Definition 3.3.1 A coloured VDPP is VOW where 0 has coloured edges. this problem can be transfered to a VOPP on a non-eoloured graph 0' where any coloured edge in G is suMtitute by the appropriate sub graph accourding to 3.2.1 (this substitution is not dependent in the series of reductions which created the coloured edge). w.l.o.g a green edge is replaced by two edges in series and their common vertex has 2 non-matching terminals. In this way Ki'I=O(KiO where Kil= IVI+IE I.
Definition 3.3.2 If the edge (u,v) is contracted accourding to table 1 reductions 1.4 or 1.5 then we say that t -7-Definition 3.3.2 If the edge (u,v) is contracted accourding to table 1 reductions 1.4 or 1.5 then we say that (ii). A terminal vertex can receive no more terminals.
R e e (i). Two blue edges in parallel, each blue edge represents a terminal say, a and b, and terminal a does not match terminal b (ii) . Two white edges in series and the common vertex v contain two non-matching terminals say, a andb. Any solution in both cases uses one end vertex (u or w) for connecting a to its matching pair and the other vertex for connecting b.
(3). A red edge represents two blue edges in parallel, each blue edge represents a terminal say, a and b, and terminal a matches tenninal b. Therefore in any solution the path from a to b uses either u or v.
G ----@ (5). When a coloured (non-white) edge is created its ends contains no terminal. During the algorithm, any end of a non-white edge may receive a terminal but then this edge will be reduced.
Definition 3.3.1 A coloured VDPP is VOW where 0 has coloured edges. this problem can be transfered to a VOPP on a non-eoloured graph 0' where any coloured edge in G is suMtitute by the appropriate subgraph accourding to 3.2.1 (this substitution is not dependent in the series of reductions which created the coloured edge). w.l.o.g a green edge is replaced by two edges in series and their common vertex has 2 non-matching terminals. In this way Ki'I=O(KiO where Kil= IVI+IE I.
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The following lemma is needed for the linear complexity proof in theorem 3.3.4. (ii). A small reduced graph in which a positive solution is clear.
The algorithm runs in linear time because:
1.
In the first stage we construct the data structure and remove all the pamllel edges, loops and pairs of terminals which are both in the same vertex or connected by a parallel edge. This takes a linear time in the size of the input. After this stage we have SOO with IE I=0( IV I), the number of tenninals S IE I (Otherwise there is no solution) therefore, the data structure contains 0(' V I) initiating entries. Note that we use an 0(1) initiating technique for the arrays therefore although we have for each ver tex an array of size IV I for its neighbours which sums to 0(' V 1 2 ) we do not spend more than a total of O( IV I) time to initiate all of them.
2.
Each reduction reduces the size of the graph by at least 1 (an edge or a vertex).
3.
Each reduction except for the deletions and for the special conttactions (table 1 case 1.4 and case 1.5) takes a constant time (including updating the data suucture).
4.
Any edge can be influenced by a special contraction (table 1 case 1.4 or case 1.5) at most twice (by lemma 3.3.3). Therefore, the time spent in this reduction is constant on each edge influence by it, this implies that the total time spent by these reductions during the whole algorithm on edges influenced by these reductions is 0( IE I).
S.
Any edge or vertex can be deleted at most once during the whole algorithm therefore the total time spent on deletions is O(IBI+ IVI Proof; The algorithm solves the VDPP since each reduced graph has a solution to the reduced coloured VOPP if and only if the original graph has one. The algorithm terminates in one of the two cases:
(i). "No solution" in one of the reduced graphs.
(ii). A small reduced graph in which a positive solution is clear.
In the first stage we construct the data structure and remove all the pamllel edges, loops and pairs of terminals which are both in the same vertex or connected by a parallel edge. This takes a linear time in the size of the input. After this stage we have SOO with IE I=0( IV I), the number of tenninals S IE I (Otherwise there is no solution) therefore, the data structure contains 0(' V I) initiating entries. Note that we use an 0(1) initiating technique for the arrays therefore although we have for each vertex an array of size IV I for its neighbours which sums to 0(' V 1 2 ) we do not spend more than a total of O( IV I) time to initiate all of them.
2.
3.
4.
S.
Any edge or vertex can be deleted at most once during the whole algorithm therefore the total time spent on deletions is O(IBI+ IVI). -Contruction of edges.
-Removing of tenninals.
-Moving of tenninals.
-Conditions about termina1s (e.g. is vertices II and Y have a pair of matching terminals).
Since the result of the reduction is a minor, therefore the reduced sraPh is SPO.
• -9-
Notations used in the tables:
Tables or reductions
The following reductions are grouped in 5 tables accounting to their structure.
Each reduction is based on the following operations:
-Deletions of edges or vertices.
-Contruction of edges.
-Conditions about termina1s (e.g. is vertices II and y have a pair of matching terminals).
Since the result of the reduction is a minor, therefore the reduced sraPh is SPO. This subtable represents all possible combinations of two parallel edges. Note that entry 1 indicates also the case where the vertices contains terminals, all other entries are just fOf non terminal ends. In case that an end vertex contains a terminal any coloured edge was reduced accourding to tabl.4.
Reductions of two parallel edges. The red edge represents 2 matching tenninals this means that in any solution they use u or v but the green edge represents 2 non-matching terminals so must use u and v therefore no solution is possible.
1.8)
----{gl,gZ}:;f{g3.84} NO SOLUTION Any green edge represents 2 non-matching terminals, if the 2 terminals in one edge matches the 2 terminals in the other edge then it is the same as case 1.6 otherwise no solution is possible.
The red edge represents 2 matching tenninals it means that any solution uses one of the vertices then no path can use the white edge, so delete it.
1.10) < ;>
In this case the white edge can't be used in any path so delete it. in the other edge then it is the same as case 1.6 otherwise no solution is possible.
The red edge represents 2 matching terminals this means that in any solution they use u or v but the green edge represents 2 non-matching terminals so must use u and v therefore no solution is possible.
Any red edge represents 2 matching terminals so each vertex is used in the solution of each pair so connect each pair using one vertex and delete it from the graph.
1.9) CR>
1.10) < ;>
In this case the white edge can't be used in any path so delete it.
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2.1)~
Delete vertex u. 
2.2)~
2.6)~
The red edge represents 2 matching terminals so connect them using vertex u and delete u from the graph.
NO SOLUTION
2.7)~
No solution is possible because the green edge represents 2 non-matching terminals. 
2.7)Ñ
o solution is possible because the green edge represents 2 non-matching terminals.
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The blue edge represents a terminal say b then delete vertex u from the graph and put b in vertex v.
The red edge represents 2 matching terminals so connect them using vertex u and delete u from the graph. The following two subtables represent all possible combination of two edges in series where all three ver tices are distinct. dx (x E (u.v,w}) is the number of tenninals in vertex x. The first subtable is for two white edges in series and the second one is where at least one edge is coloured and d is the number of ter minals at the end of the white edge which is not common to the coloured edge. In case that a coloured edge has a tenninal end it was reduced by table 4. Reductions of two edges in series at least one is non white (x E (u.v,w}) is the number of tenninals in vertex x. The first subtable is for two white edges in series and the second one is where at least one edge is coloured and d is the number of terminals at the end of the white edge which is not common to the coloured edge. In case that a coloured edge has a tenninal end it was reduced by table 4.
Reductions of two edges in series both edges are white
--- The green edge represents 2 non-matching terminals say gl and gz, no solution is possible because only one of gl and g2 can be connected and no path can connect the other tenninal because the red edge represents a pair of matching terminals.
The red edge repesents 2 matching terminals therefore no path fa' the terminals that are not in the red edge can use v. so connect the 2 terminals using the vertex v, and delete v. The green edge represents 2 non-matching terminals say g1 and g2. and let a be the tenninal in v. if a matches 81 or g2 then connect them. delete v and put the other terminal in u, else no solution is possible.
-
NO SOLUTION~{a,c} The blue edge represents a terminal say b, and let a and c be the tenninals at the ends of the edge. If b matches a or c then connect them and delete the corresponding end vertex, else no solution is possible. After we delete a vertex u, we have to delete all its adjacent edges. This table is used to delete these edges; vertex u here is already marked "deleted".
5.1)
If the edge is white and its other end v is either deleted or not, then remove the edge. . .
...
·18 -
If the edge is white and its other end v is either deleted or not, then remove the edge. After we delete a vertex u, we have to delete all its adjacent edges. This table is used to delete these edges; vertex u here is already marked "deleted". 
Constructive version
In the previouse chapter we solve the decision version of the VDPP in series-parallel graphs. Here we show that this method can be modified to solve the constructive version of the VDPP in series-parallel graphs. This is done by using a complementary data structure which is used to retrive information accourd ing to the reduction rules described in tables 1-5 in chapter 3.
Data structure
To keep all the infonnation we need, we build a data structure based on a forest There are 3 types of nodes in the forest as described below, the leaves of it represents the vertices and the edges of the input graph.
Edge-node:
-Nameej.
-Ends.
-Colour.
-The terminals it contain (at most 2).
Is this edge was deleted.
• The reduction which made it (0 for an original edge).
Vertex-node:
• If a vertex v contains d terminals then we keep d copies of vertex-node's for v.
• Name (vj,Tj) TIE {Sl•...• Sot }u{tlt ...• tot }u{O} (0 for a non terminal vertex).
-Is this vertex was deleted.
-The reduction which made it (0 for an original vertex).
Path-node:
There are two types of Path-nodes containing description of the path and indication whether the path is final or pending.
Final:
A final solution which says what is the path in the reduced graph.
Pending: A pending solution which say what is the path accourding to the global solution. This path has two possible solutions and is waiting to get the appropriate information from its father node in the tree for final decision.
A terminal vertex with d terminals appears d times in the data structure. Since the number of termi nals is O( IE I), the number of the leaves in the forest is 0( IE I). In each reduction, we take one or two edges and one two or three vertices (nodes in the forest) and connect them to a new node accourding to the reduction. If an edge or a vertex is deleted and can take no part in any path then mark the node deleted. If a c • c ·19 -
Constructive version
In the previouse chapter we solve the decision version of the VDPP in series-parallel graphs. Here we show that this method can be modified to solve the constructive version of the VDPP in series-parallel graphs. This is done by using a complementary data structure which is used to retrive information accourding to the reduction rules described in tables 1-5 in chapter 3.
Data structure
Edge-node:
Vertex-node:
If a vertex v contains d terminals then we keep d copies of vertex-node's for v.
Path-node:
Final:
A terminal vertex with d terminals appears d times in the data structure. Since the number of terminals is O( IE I), the number of the leaves in the forest is 0( IE I). In each reduction, we take one or two edges and one two or three vertices (nodes in the forest) and connect them to a new node accourding to the reduction. If an edge or a vertex is deleted and can take no part in any path then mark the node deleted. If a Technion -Computer Science Department -Tehnical Report CS0613 -1990 path was found (either final path of a pending path) then connect the appropriate nodes to a path-node. At the end the algorithm tenninates either if no solution was found, or it mlChed a graph with 2 vertices. In the latter case traversing the forest will fmd for each path in the reduced. graph the appropriate path in the input graph.
Theorem: The constructive version of the VDPP can be implemented in linear time.
Proof: Building the data structure takes a constant time for each edge and for each vertex and the terminals in it in the input graph. The decision algorithm rons in linear time therefore the whole forest is of linear size. Each operation in the forest can be implemented in constant time. In order to find the paths we need to traverse the forest only one time for each node in it, therefore the total running time of the constructive version of the VDPP is linear. 0
A cut condition theorem
Based on the algorithm described above we have constructed a cut condition theorem. This theorem shows when there exists a solution to the vertex disjoint path problem in series parallel graphs. For this we need some definitions. -20path was found (either final path of a pending path) then connect the appropriate nodes to a path-node. At the end the algorithm tenninates either if no solution was found, or it mlChed a graph with 2 vertices. In the latter case traversing the forest will fmd for each path in the reduced. graph the appropriate path in the input graph.
Based on the algorithm described above we have constructed a cut condition theorem. This theorem shows when there exists a solution to the vertex disjoint path problem in series parallel graphs. For this we need some definitions. CS0613 -1990 6) u v Let B be a bridge over (u,v) such that VA (B)=(u,v}, d(u) =d(v)=2 and r(I(B»=O. IfT(u)=1 or 2, T(v)=1 or 2 and r({u,v})<f({u,v}) then Co=I (B)u(xe {u,vJl T(x)=l} is a DC and the matching tenninals in (u.v) are removed.
7)
Let bltbz and 1>] be three bridges over {u,v,w} 
2)
Let bltbz and 1>] be three bridges over {u,v} such that VA(bI)=VA~=VA0>3)={u,v} and T(u)=T(v)=O. If -22-Let B be a bridge over (u,v) such that VA (B)=(u,v}, d(u) =d(v)=2 and r(I(B»=O. IfT(u)=1 or 2, T(v)=1 or 2 and r({u,v})<f({u,v}) then Co=I (B)u(xe {u,vJl T(x)=l} is a DC and the matching tenninals in (u.v) are removed.
Let bltbz and 1>] be three bridges over {u,v} such that VA(bI)=VA~=VA0>3)={u,v} and T(u)=T(v)=O. If T'(bI)=T'(bz)=T'(b~1 and T'(blubzubY=l then Co=b l ubzu~u (u,v) is a ce. The ce is contracted into v and the non matching tenninal is placed in v.
Let bltbz and 1>] be three bridges over {u,v,w} ... CS0613 -1990 ... Proof; Let (H.D) be a VDP-Minor of (Go.Fo), consider the sequence of terminated graphs (G;.F;) for i=O.l•...,k. we prove the theorem by induction on k such that (H,D)=(Gt.F.). Base is trivial for Ic=O since (H,D)=BLOW(G,F). Coy the definition of solution to a coloured problem) Assume the hypothesis is true for k·l. Let (H,D)=(Gt.Ft) then (H,D) was obtained from (Gt-1'p.I:-l) by deleting a DC or contracting a ee, let Co be that subgraph and let IT be a solution to the VDPP in (Gi:-l.Fi:-l) then.
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1)
If Co is a DC then Co satisfies the following property -there is no path in IT using vertices of Co and vertices outside of Co.
2)
If Co is a CC then Co satisfies one of the following properties.
i.
If Co is a CC of type 1 then IT has exactly one path using vertices of Co and vertices outside of Co and this path is using the vertex v.
ii.
If Co is a CC of type 2 then IT has exactly one path using vertices of Co and vertices outside of Co and this path is using the vertex u or vertex v but not both.
iii. If Co is a CC of type 3 then IT has no path using vertices of Co and vertices outside of Co exept for maybe one path that uses only vertex u.
One can see that IT induces a solution in (Gi:.Fi:) therefore. if (H,D) has no solution then (G.I:-l.F.H) does not have a solution since deleting a DC or conttaeting a CC in (Gi:-l.Fi:-l) did not cause a feasble path in the solution of (Gi:-l.Fi:-l) to be unfeasble. From the induction hypothesis it follows that if (H,D) has no solution possible then (G,F) doesn't have a solution.
... Proof; Let (H.D) be a VDP-Minor of (Go.Fo), consider the sequence of terminated graphs (G;.F;) for i=O.l•...,k. we prove the theorem by induction on k such that (H,D)=(Gt.F.). Base is trivial for Ic=O since (H,D)=BLOW(G,F). Coy the definition of solution to a coloured problem) Assume the hypothesis is true for k·l. Let (H,D)=(Gt.Ft) then (H,D) was obtained from (Gt-1'p.I:-l) by deleting a DC or contracting a ee, let Co be that subgraph and let IT be a solution to the VDPP in (Gi:-l.Fi:-l) then.
1)
2)
Technion -Computer Science Department -Tehnical Report CS0613 -1990 Definition 5.7. Let (G,F) be an input to the VDPP and S~V be a set of vertices. Let FREE(S) be the number of vertices in S which has no renninals, and let SEP(S) be the number of pairs of terminals in Q\S seperate<l by S, i.e. the two terminals of each sepearted pair are in different components in 0\5.
We say that the cut condition holds for S if SEP(S):5FREE(S) and we say that the cut condition holds for (G,F) if it holds for every S~V.
Note that the cut condition for (G,F) is a trivial necessary condition for a solution. The sufficiency of it is not always true even for series parallel graphs e.g. see the figure below. Proof: The proof of this theorem is based on the algorithm and on theorem 5.6. First,let (G,F) be a series parallel terminated graph and assume that (G.F) has a solution and there is a VDP-Minor (H,D) which violates cut condition. Since cut condition is necessary condition there is no solution possible for (H,D).
From theorem 5.6 we get that (G,F) also does not has a solution and from this contradiction we get that the rust direction is true.
Assume that cut condition holds for each VDP-Minor of (G,F), and yet (G,F) has no solution. Run the algo rithm, let (H,D) be any reduced graph, 4» is a reduction and 4»(H,D) is the terminated graph obtained from (H,D) by applying 4». Then ~ satisfies one of the following: 1) f1» deletes vertices or edges such that this delete subgraph, corresponds to a DC of (H,D) as defined in definition 5.2.
2) f1» contarct edges such that this contracted subgraph corresponds to a CC of (H,D) as defined in dermition 5.3.
3)
If f1» indicates that there is no solution possible then there is a set of vertices S such that cut condition does not hold for S.
4)
For any other reduction ~ it follows that if ~ delete edges of conttaet edges then these edges are combined into a component which will be deleted as DC or contracted as DC in later stage. Also it follows that for any set of vertices S in ~,D), SEP(S) in ~,D) is equal to SEP(S) in (H,D) and FREE(S) in ~,D) is equal to FREE(S) in (H,D) and hence the cut condition is true for (H,D) if and only if it is true for 4I(H,D).
From 1,2 and 4 it follows that the result of any reduction is a VDP-Minor of (G,F) and from 3 it follows that if there is no solution in the reduced terminated graph (H,D) then cut condition does not hold for (H,D). If (G,F) does not have a solution, then the algorithm will produce a VDP-Minor in which cut , -24 -Definition 5.7. Let (G,F) be an input to the VDPP and S~V be a set of vertices. Let FREE(S) be the number of vertices in S which has no renninals, and let SEP(S) be the number of pairs of terminals in Q\S seperate<l by S, i.e. the two terminals of each sepearted pair are in different components in 0\5.
Note that the cut condition for (G,F) is a trivial necessary condition for a solution. The sufficiency of it is not always true even for series parallel graphs e.g. see the figure below.
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A series parallel graph in which cut condition holds but no solution possible
Theorem 5.8. Let (G,F) be a series parallel graph then (G,F) has a solution to the VDPP if and only if there is no VDP-Minor which violates cut condition.
Proof: The proof of this theorem is based on the algorithm and on theorem 5.6. First,let (G,F) be a series parallel terminated graph and assume that (G.F) has a solution and there is a VDP-Minor (H,D) which violates cut condition. Since cut condition is necessary condition there is no solution possible for (H,D).
Assume that cut condition holds for each VDP-Minor of (G,F), and yet (G,F) has no solution. Run the algorithm, let (H,D) be any reduced graph, 4» is a reduction and 4»(H,D) is the terminated graph obtained from (H,D) by applying 4». Then~satisfies one of the following: 1) f1» deletes vertices or edges such that this delete subgraph, corresponds to a DC of (H,D) as defined in definition 5.2.
3)
4)
For any other reduction~it follows that if~delete edges of conttaet edges then these edges are combined into a component which will be deleted as DC or contracted as DC in later stage. Also it follows that for any set of vertices S in~,D), SEP(S) in~,D) is equal to SEP(S) in (H,D) and FREE(S) in~,D) is equal to FREE(S) in (H,D) and hence the cut condition is true for (H,D) if and only if it is true for 4I(H,D).
From 1,2 and 4 it follows that the result of any reduction is a VDP-Minor of (G,F) and from 3 it follows that if there is no solution in the reduced terminated graph (H,D) then cut condition does not hold for (H,D). If (G,F) does not have a solution, then the algorithm will produce a VDP-Minor in which cut 1 I " ! -25 condition does not hold. From Ibis contradiction we get that the theorem is ttue. 0
Definition 5.9. Let (G.F') be a terminated graph, then if (G.F') has no DC and has no CC then we say that (G,F) is skelaton graph. A series parallel skelaton graph is a skelaton graph (G,F) such that G is series parallel graph.
Theorem 5.10 Let (G.F') be a series parallel skelaton graph then (G,F) has a solution to the VDPP if and only if cut condition holds for (G,F').
Proof: Let (G,F) be a series parallel skelaton graph. Since (G,F) has no VDP-Minor it follows from theorem 5.8 that there is a solution to the VDPP if and only if cut condition holds for (G,F). This means that cut condition is necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a solution in series parallel ske laton graphs. 0
Theorem 5.11. Let (G,F) be an input to the VDPP. If G is not a series-parallel graph then the cut condition for the skelaton graph obtained from (G.F') is not allways sufficient for the existence of a solution to the VDPP in (G.F').
Proof: The graph below is not a series-parallel graph, it is a skelaton graph since it has no deleted com ponent and no contracted component, the cut condition holds for every S and there is no solution to the VDPP. ~~ \ -) '"
Sz tl
A non series parallel skelaton graph in which cut condition holds but no solution exists.
• " ! 1 I -25condition does not hold. From Ibis contradiction we get that the theorem is ttue. 0
Proof: Let (G,F) be a series parallel skelaton graph. Since (G,F) has no VDP-Minor it follows from theorem 5.8 that there is a solution to the VDPP if and only if cut condition holds for (G,F). This means that cut condition is necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a solution in series parallel skelaton graphs. 0
Proof: The graph below is not a series-parallel graph, it is a skelaton graph since it has no deleted component and no contracted component, the cut condition holds for every S and there is no solution to the VDPP.~\ ) -'"
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